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The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
effects of speaker-sex-difference on listeners' perception 
o:f vocal x:ougi'illess in the vov.rel [rel produced by no:rma.l male 
and female speakerso In a previous inv-estigation by Wendahl 
( 196~5) it was :found that ·when listening to two synthesized 
vowels, o;f equal a})Or.iod_j_city, judges tended to rate the 
lo·wer pitched vov;el as being more vocally rough~ 
If 
this 
is true for llst en.err-> r 3jereeption of human vowel productions 
as well then it mj_ght be advantq3;eous :fo:r: voice clin~Lcians, 
when making vocal roughness assessments, to regard male 
and female speakers as °t'"IJ'IO separate populations in view 
of the inherent pitch differences between the sexes. 
In this current i.nvestigation, pairs of vo,wels 
produced by normal ad.ult male and female speakers were 
presented. to 10 speech pathologists ( 5 .. males and 5 
females). Each vowel pair contained one male and one 
female production of the vowel [re] which had been assigned 
equal roughness ratings in a previous judging task. The 
50 vowel pairs contained 10 pairs o.f vowels at each of 
five roughness ratirig levels. The 10 judges were required 
to listen to each of the 50 pairs arid to make a forced-
choice selection of the most voeal1y :cou.gh production 
within each pair. 
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The findings in this study 1:evealed that for the 50 
vowel pairs the judges selected -the vov1els produced by 
males as being more vocally rough a significantly greater 
proportion of the time. With respect to ·the five roughness 
rating levels, judges chose the male produced vowels as 
being rougher a significantly greater :proportion of the 
time at rating levels one, th.ree and five but illustrated 
no significant pre.f erence between the sexes at rating 
levels two and four. Further analysis revealed that the 
f~ve male judges selected the vowels produced by males as 
being the rougher a sj_gnificantly greater proportion of' the 
time for all 50 pairs at each of the fiv-e roughness rating 
levels. The five fernale judges' on· the other-hand, illus-
trated no significant preferences between the sexes for 
the 50 vowel pairs. They did show a significa:nt prefer-
ence ·for the males at rating Jeve]. one, a significant 
preference for the females at rating level two but· no 
significant at rating levels three, four and. five. In· 
addition, male judges illustrated .substantially grea·i;er 
inter-judge ·agreement. and intra ... j.udge reliability for. this 
judging task than did the female judgese 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
·Practicing clinicians readily recognize ~the clinical 
significanceof making pArceptual judgements of vocal qual-
ity aberration. and fluctuation. Such judgements, when 
accurately and reliably made, may be employed to reflect 
the patient' s voice improvement (ox· lack of such) with 
treatment and·to alert the medical specialists of the 
possibility cf existj_ng or continu.ing laryngeal pathology. 
~oot of the 1i terat1.1re_ :pB:cte.J.rj:o.e to •.roi~e diso:rders ::Lnd:t-
cat es that Yocal quality is the principal parameter of con-
cern to the voice clinician~ Although clinicians utilize 
different terms to describe an aberrant vocal quality 
(hoarseness, harshness, raspiness, huskiness, etc.) these 
quality disturbances can be convenien·~ly grouped under the 
general term of vocal roughness (Third Regional Workshop 
on the Rehabilitation Codes a.nd C0mnrunicative Disorder 
1967). This term is useful also in. that it can be used 
to describe a qu.ali ty in11erent in t~he normal voice (but to 
a lesser degree) as well as in the pathological voice 
(Sansone and Emanuel, 1970; Lively and Emanuel, 1970; 
Whitehead, 1970; Hanson, 1970). 
The voice clinician will have in his caseload both. 
male and :female clieni::;s who· manif&st :rough VO:'~al quality. 
It is interes ... c;ing, however, that when speaking of vocal 
qua.lity aberrations most clinicians tend to regard their 
male and female patients as a single population. This 
tendency is not obse:cved in the assessment and treatment 
of patients.of both sexes with respect to disturbances in 
other vocal parameters. ·It is generally accepted that 
the mean pitch and loudness levels of the adul·I; male 
~ . 
voice i:s significan·bly lower and louder than that of the 
2 
:female voice (Boone, 1971; Brodnitz, 1968; Fairbanks, 1960; 
Fisher, 1966; Green, 1966; Murphy, 1964). E'or this reason 
the two sexes are generally viewed as two distinct popula-
tions with regard to these parameters. 
While the pitch and loudness leYels of the male and 
:female voices are distinctly different one must realize 
that these parameters are intimately related to the percep-
ti on of vocal quality. ~:'his suggests perhaps that males 
a.nd females might be regarded as two populations with 
respect to vocal quality. Support for the view that sex 
difference may play ar1 il;J.portClJ.J.t par·t in the assessment 
of' aberrant Yocal quality was initially offered by Wenda.hl 
(1963) who used a laryngeal analog to generate complex 
acoustic stimuli which varied randomly around median 
frequencies cf 100 Hz and 200 Hz. He found that very 
slight cycle-to-cycle frequency v-a1:-iations {as little as 
plus or minus 1 Hz) were perceived ao rough and that the 
3 
same frequency variations arom1<l a medien frequency of' 
100 Hz received higher (more rough) .·roughness ratings than 
the same fr·equency variations around a me-d:Lan frequency of 
200 Hz. Wendahl hypothesj_zed that if the vowel productions 
of male and female voices of equal aperiodicity were rated 
for vocal roughness, the male voice would be ra.ted_as the 
rougher of the two on the basis -of its lower -pitch level. 
Some limited experimental support for this·hypo-'chesis has 
been offered by Sansone and Emanuel (1970) and Lively and 
Emanuel (1970) who found that listeners vocal roughness 
ra·tings of normal speakers> vowel productions encompassed 
· a greateI· ra.11.ge of' severity ±'or male than for female sub-
jects_. Wenctahl' s o_ri.eiJ)nJ hypothesj_s has yet to be clini-
-. . 
cally validated, however. 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
With the exception of the studies by Sansone and 
Emanuel (1970) and Lively and Emanuel (1970), the litera-
tui ..e reveals a lack of information with respect to the 
effects· of sex di.ff eren.ce on perceptual judgements of 
vocal rougl1ness in the human voice. Information with 
respect to the influence of the speaker's sex upon vocal 
roughness assessment could be valuable to the practicing 
clinician who must rely on his perceptual skills to make 
such assessme11ts4' Accordingly the.principle purpose of 
this study was to investigate the effects of speaker-sex-
di:f:fere-nce on listeners' perceptual judgements o:f vocal 
roughness on ·che vowel (re] produced by normal male an.d 
:female speakers• 
" 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
·r:nvestigatiori of the laryngeal mechanism indicates 
that for the normal voic:e the motion of the vocal folds is 
relativ-ely periodic (Timcke
7 
vonLeden and Moore, 1958), 
·whereas the vocal fold vibratory pattern· for rough voice 
evidences aperiodic movemerd;s (Mct::>re and Thompson., 1967). 
Abno:rmali ty has also been noted in the acoustical wave 
spectra of' lncli vi duals :presenting vocal roughness o A 
m.uuber of stu.dies repor-t.; _ th.e · exlst?.r1ce of random variatioris 
in the periods of successive cycles of productions among 
subjects with deviant vocal quality. Such frequency varia-
tions have been found to be highly correlated with listenerst 
perception of vocal roughness. For example, in an analysis 
of the fu..ndamenta1· frequency characteristics of harsh vocal 
quality, Bowler (1964) employed an oscillograph to examine 
recordings of harsh and non-harsh connected speech samples. 
He reported that the most striking feature in the harsh 
portions of connec·ted speech samrlles was the presence of 
"frequency breaks." These frequency breaks occurred in 
both upward and downward directions of the frequency scale 
and typically encompassed a range bf one octave. In no 
instance did the segments perceived as non-harsh contain 
these .frequency break characteristicsc-In addition, the 
harsh segments were found to have lower mean fundamental 
freq:ucncies than the non-harsh segmen·ts. Coleman (1960) 
evaluated. sustained. vowels produced by pathologically 
hoarse subjects -but failed. to find trequency "breaks as 
large as those reported by B01.'ller., He did, however, 
identify aperiodic cycle-·to-cycle frequency variations 
of less than one octave which he termed "voice breaks .. " 
These voice breaks were prominent in ·the wave~orm of the 
subjects' phonations, a.nd their presence was closely 
associated with the degree of perceived hoarseness. In 
a study of laryngitic hoarseness, Shipp and Huntington 
( 1 q6~) 1 ;;.·. d . . "l . ~ -,.. -. ' ~ 
, _ _ _, ~ _a ... so ~LOtm . voJ_ce brea...ccs to oe ..Less !requen-c 1i11an 
those reported by Bowle!'. ·when present, however, such 
breaks were felt to contribute greatly to the perception 
of hoarseness. Also in contras·t to Bowler• s ( 1964) find-
ings, Shipp and Huntington noted a more restricted range 
of fundamental frequencies for their hoarse subject8 and 
failed to find significant differences between either mean 
6 
or median :fundamental f':r:•equencies for hoarse 8.A""ld normal 
voices. JJieberman ( 1963) and l\'.Iichel ( 1964) have also 
suggested that the f1.U1damental frequencies of abnormally 
rough speakers are within the modal range for the subject's 
age and sex. 
Other studies of' disturbances eYidencecl in the :phona-
tory acoustic waves, suggest that the duration of cycle-to-
cycle frequency variatj_ons also. e.ffect perception of vocal 
rou.glmess. Cooper, -l?~rcerson and ~
1
ahringer ( 1957) found 
7 
.that when period variat:i.ons were eliminated from synthesized 
speech samples listeners perceived the· sample to be mechani-
cal and un.natural. This finding is consistent with Lieber-
ina.n' s ( 1967) observation that. ·pitch perturbat:Lons (small, 
rapid variations in the duration of successive cycles) are 
) 
apparently essential cues to natural speech quali·tyl) He 
·:;i.-::.. 
found that in normally produced vowels the perturbation 
factor is small in comparison to those in rough vowels. 
Perturbations of less than 0.5 ms were typical of normally. 
phonated isolated vowels; for mildly and moderately rough 
.. phc~natiOJ?.B: however, the_ pertur·batiori :ta~to~· generally 
exceeded that of ·normal phon.ation. . Michel ( 1964) poin·ts 
out that a wave is aperiodic when there is 
1i. • • 
a lack 
\ J 
of recognizable repeating wave-fc:r:-ms.
11 
He determined the 
amount of t~me that the phonatory acoustic wave was aperiodic 
in relation to the total phona·tion time for standardized 
passages o:f coni.~ected speech spoken with harsh,. vocal fry, 
and normal vocal ·qualities. The total time of each sample 
was first measured by phonellographic records of the signal. 
Subsequently, the amount of aper-iodici·ty, or that portion 
of the total signal which lacked recognizable re-appearing 
cycles was determined.· a.r1d a ratic computed ·by dividing the 
time o:f aperiod.ici ty by ·cotal phonatio:n time. This made it 
possible to specify the proportion of total phonation time 
' ' 
~. ..__. ... "'* ...... ,... ·'"",..., ..... 
a phonatory signal was charac:teri~ed by aperiodicity. 
Michel concluded that normal sustaj_nad vowel phonations 
a.:ee aperiodic approxi:L:!1ately two percent of the t:i.me, ·while 
harsh phonations are aper:todic approximately seventeen 
percent o.f-the time. 
Additional information, suppo_rti.ng the premise that 
rat"ldom variations :i.n ·t;he periods of successive cycles in 
8 
"'Ghe v-oice wave are associated with perception of vocal 
rougbness, has been contributed tr.trough study of acoustic 
analogs of phonatione 2~o investigate the degree of signal 
aperiodicity required .for listener judgements of rouglu1ess, 
Wendall.l ( 1963~ 1966a, 1966b) employed. an electrical laryn-
gea.l ~nalog to generate complex a.coust.ic stimulj wh.ich 
varied randomly in frequency around a median frequency. 
Ile reported that slight frequency variations, as small as 
plus one cycle around a median frequency o.f 100 Hz, caused 
the signal to be perceived as rougho As the .frequency 
variation around the median frequency increased, listeners 
perceived an increase in signal roughness. In a later 
study$> Coleman and Wendahl (1967) provided more quantitative 
data regarding ·the relationship between stimulus duration 
and perceived vocal roughness. They :found cycle ..... to-cycle 
=frequency variations, which they called "ji t·ter," in a 
synthesized complex wave were related to perceived signal 
rouglmess. They also synthesized complex acoustic stimuli 
which contained both aperiodic and periodic components so 
that the duration o.f the aperiodic segm·ants within the 
total s·timulus;!! as well as the amount of aperi.odici ty 
around a median frequency, could be varied. As the dura-
tion of the ape:eiodlc segment i:nc:r.-~e.sed from .16 to • 80 
seconds in a signal of finite length, more severe rongh-
9 
ne ss was perceived by the listeners. A trading relation-
ship between the duration and the amount of aper.iodici ty 
in the signal was also revealed.e In other words a s-timulus 
containing large cycle-to~cycle frequency variations, 
withi.n a short aperiodic segment, was judged less rough 
than a stimulus containing an aperiodic segment of longer 
duration and smaller aperiodic excursion. 
Re0ent1y, s?und spe~~rog~·aphic analyses· ha-v·e yielded 
additional information regarding the acoustic properties 
of vocal roughness. A :number of :Lnv-estigations have :pro-
vided a.ata on the suprafu11damental energy distribution 
within the wave envelope and how this energy distribution 
relates to perceived roughness. Isshiki, Yanagihara, and 
Morimoto ( 1966) a.:nd Yanag.:thara ( 1967a, 1967b), in studying 
harmonic and noise components in the spectra of sustained 
vowels phonated by subjects with laryngeal pathologies 
found that noise components were mixed with the harmonics 
in the formant regions for speakers e-videncing slight 
hoarseness. This was particularly &vident in the second 
and third formants. As the severi·ty of hoarseness increased, 
the :noise components tended to appear in the high frequency 
region above 3000 Hz. Yanagihara (1967a) also observed a 
relationship between the degree of spectral noise abnor-
mality and the magnitude of cycle-to-cycle variations in 
the shape, ampli tua.e and periodicity of the glottal area 
waves as measured by ultra-high speed cinematographic 
analysis. To support his findings for human phonations, 
Yanagihara (1967b) synthesized hoarseness by mixing re-
corded normal vowels with bai1d-pass fil tei"'ed noise. He 
~ound that as the noise components intrwied into formant 
10 
ranges and as ·~he high frequency harmon5-c components became 
obscured ·oy noise, the severity of perceived hoarseness 
increased. More reeently Sansone and Emanuel (1970) and 
\V.ni tehead ( i 970), u~ing a constant band.wid.tn wave ana1yze:r~ 
obtained 3 Hz bandwidth f"requency-by-ampli tude acoustic 
spectra of vowels produced by adult males, both normally 
and with simulated vocal roughnessc They found that for 
all vowel productions~ spectral noise was most prominent 
in the lower spectral frequencies and tended to decrease 
in the higher frequencies. Similar results were obtained 
by Lively and Emanuel (1970) who studied the spectral noise 
levels assocj.ated with normal and simulated rough vowel 
productions of adult females, and by Hanson (1970) who 
studied the phonations of' adult male subjects with pa·tho-
togically rough voices. The results of these investiga-
tions tend to support the data reported by Isshiki, 
Yanagihara and Morimoto (1966) and Yanagihara (1966a, 1966b). 
A fur·ther compari.son between. the studies by Sansone 
a.n.d Emanuel ( 1970), I,i vely and Emanuel ( 1970), Whitehead 
( 1970), a..11d Hanson { 1970) re-veals that vowel roughness 
exists in the normal voice, but to a lesser degree than 
11 
in either sinn11ated v-owel roughness or vowels produced by 
pathologically rough voices. Sansone and Emanuel ob·cained 
median roughness ratings for vowels produced by males first 
normally and then with simulated roughness$ Based on a 
:five point equal-appearing-interval scale the mediru1 rough-
ness ratings ranged from ·1.19 to 1e69 ~'Yld 3.58 to 4.26 
respectively. Whitehead obtained median roughness ratings, 
using the same rougb . .-r1css scale fo:r, vowels produced normally, 
wit~h Yocal :fry a.11d. with simulatP.ii roughness by ·adutt ·males. 
His obtained median roughness ratings ranged from 1.56 to 
2.11, 4.48 to 4-. 76 and. 4o08 to 4.39 respectively. Hanson's 
obtained median roughness rating8 f'or vowels and connected 
speech samples produced by pathological male voices ranged 
from ·2.60 ·(;o 3.530 Lively and Emanuel obtained median 
roughness ratings of 1.14 to 1.55 and 3.60 to 4.08 for 
normal and simulated rough vowels respectively, produced 
by females. In ea.ch of these studies the simulated and 
pathologically rough vowel produc·(;ions consistently re-
ceived higher median roughness ratings than their normal 
counterparts. When a compari.son is made between ·the over-
all median roughness ratings reported for the normal male 
speakers by Sansone and. Ema.nuel ( 1970) and Whitehead ( 1970) 
12 
to those reported by ~Lively fu"ld· :E~manuel ( ·1970) for the 
normal female speaker it is apparent that the vowels 
produced by the male speakers were rated more se"verely 
than the Yowels produced by the female speakers. Lively 
an.d Emanuel ( 1970) report that a direct comparison, based 
on sex dj.ff erence, can not be made bet\veen their study and 
that of Sansone and Emanuel (1970) beca,use the roughness 
ratings assigned to normal productions may have been 
influenced by the deg:r·ee of simulated. roughness for ·t;he 
v-owels in each s-tu.dy. She suggests that the roughness 
associated with normal Yowels may be different for the 
two sexes because of vocal pitch differences between the 
r;exes. 
It is generally agreed that sex associated fundamental 
:rreq:uency differences are due pri.marily to dif'ferences in 
the length and mass of -the vocal folds (Holliens 1960; 
1962; Murphy, 1964; Fisher, 1966; Green, 1966; Brodn.itz, 
1968; Moore, 1971; Boone, 1971)~ The males vocal folds 
average 18 mm in length ·while ·the females average 10 mm in 
length. The average fru1damental frequency for the female 
is approximately 200 cps while that for the maJ.e is approxi-
mately ·125 cps (Fisher, 1966; Brodnitz, ·1968; Boor.1.e, 1971). 
Sex related pitch differences appear to be ~"'l accepted fact. 
The effect of these pitch differences on the perception of 
quallty disorders is not clear, ho\vever. As stated earlier, 
Lively and Emanuel (1970) point out that perception of 
roughness :for vowels produced normally by :females may be 
different than those produced normally by males beca,use 
of' pitch di.fferences e It will be recalled that Wendahl 
.(1963) in his laryngeal analog study reported sligh~ 
frequency variations (as small as plus or minus one Hz) 
were perceived as rough, and that frequency variations 
~ 
around a median frequency of 100 Hz wfrs rated by the 
judges in his study as being more rough -than the same 
frequency variations around a median ~requency of 200 Hz. 
The inferences made by Lively and Emanuel, and Wendahl 
not only points out the importance of considering the 
speaker's pitch level when assessing vocal roughness but 
a1so that .it might b~ benefictaJ. to the voice clinici:m 
to regard males and females as twc separate populations 
when assessing the severity of vocal quality disorders. 
It has been the purpose of this cnapter to review the 
literature on vocal roughness and to provide background 
information for the present investigation. 
13 
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CHA.P~!ER III 
:MET.HODS AND PROCEDURES 
It has been hypothesized by Wcndahl ( 1963) the..t if a 
male and a female with equal aperiodicity in their voices 
were judged :for vocal roughness t the male ·woulo. be judged. 
as being the rougher d.ue to his lower pitch 10-..reL. Wendahl 
based this hypothesis on the results o.f his s-tucly j_n which 
he employed synthesized vowel stimult and not on human. 
voices. 
It was the purpose of the present; study 
to ln-
vestigate the effects of Spcaker-Sex-Iiiffe:r·ence (SS])) on 
listeners' perception of v-ocal roughness in normal male 
and female productions of the vowel (re]. 
I. RESE~i\.RCH QUESTION 
The following resea:rch questi.011 was inv
1
:stigated 
regarding the effect of SSD on listeners' perceptual judge-
ments of vocal roughn.ess: 
When male and. female produ.ct.i.onn of the vowel 
[re]~ having previously :cecei ved. the same rough-
ness rating, are pa.ired and prssented to judges, 
will the male vowel production be selected as the 
more vocally rough? 
Subjects. The subjects in this study included 150 
~
adults~ 75 females aricl 75 males" Subjects were all stua_ents 
a·t Portland State Uni·versity s-Po:rtlan.d, Oregon, majoring in 
15 
a variety of fields. Criteria for subject selection were 
(1) that subjects be between 18 and 45 years of age and (2) 
have no present or past history of voice, speech or language 
disorders. Subjects were asked if they were currently or 
had in the past been to an Otolaryngologist due to a voice 
problem or received voice, speech or language therapy from 
a speech pathologist. The investigator was not concerned 
whether the subject was a smoker o:r-suffered with allergies. 
The primary concern was that subjects had normal sounding 
voices at the moment and no previous history of a voice 
disorderc 
Each of the 150 subjects produced the isolated -vowel 
[ 
·] ,.. • .t .., ~ ~ ., I • I /"> t-., -, 
re_ :ror approxima11eJ.y :; secona.s uuracion a"G a comJ..orvao..1.e 
pitch level~ ·when producing this yo·w·el each subjec·i; sat 
before an Unidyne III microphone (Model 545) placed at a 
70 degree angle to his mouth and six inches in front of his 
mouth. Each subject visually monitored the intensity of 
his phonation within a plus or minus 2 dB by means of a 
VU meter of an Ampex magnetic dual-channel tape recorder 
(Model AG-500). Prior to subjects actually producing the 
vowel sample, the experimenter ex.plained and demonstrated 
the procedure and allowed the subject several practice 
trials. All subjects' -vowel produc·tions were recorded 
for later analysis by the Ampex tape recorder. These 150 
recorded vowel productions served as the voice samples :for 
thj_s investigatj_on. The voice smnples were dubbed onto two 
additional tapes which '.>J·ere used 1n the -~wo judging tasks 
in this inves-tigation~ The two tapes \vill be referred to 
as Listening Tape 1 ( LT-1) and Listening Tape 2 (I,T-2). 
The purpose of these tapes and the methods used in pre-
pari.ng "i:;hem a:re as fo110•:1s: 
Listening J'ane_i. LT-1 contained all ·150 vowel 
productions. ]
1
emale subjects' productions of [rel made 
16 
up the first 75 samples on the tape; male subjects' produc-
tiono of .[re] made up the second. 75 vowel samples. on the 
same tape. LT-1 was played for three experienced. speech 
pathologists each of whom made vocal roughness ratings for 
each of the 150 vowel p-cod1J.ctions6 Ratings of vocal rough-
ness were made on a five point equal-appearing-interval 
scale with number one be.ing de8ignated as the least :cough 
and number five being designated as the most roughe Because 
the rating of vocal rougJ:u1ess for normal speakers has proven 
to be a difficult perceptual task (Sansone and Emanuel, 
1970; Lively and Emanuel, 1970; Whitehead, 1.970) judges 
were given practice in rating both :male and female vowel 
samples before actually beginning ·the rating task. During 
the practice session and ·the actual rating task judges 
were permitted to hear each vowel sample as many times as 
they wished and to mutually discuss their ratings of the 
various vowels if they felt i·l; necessary.., The practice 
session took twenty minutes. The rating task took one 
17 
houre All vowel roughness ::t ... a.tings were made in a quiet 
room with the judges seated in front of an Ampex speaker 
(Model AG-500) through which the vowel stimuli were playedo 
The judges were given the.opportunity for a rest period at 
fi:f·ceen minute inte:r-vals tl 
Follo·wing the rating of the 150 vowel· samples, a 
second listening tape was prepared which contained the 
voice samples employed for the second judging task. The 
purpose and method of preparing LT-2 was as follows: 
Listening_Tape g_:. L~-2 contained 100 selected vowel 
samples (50 female and 50 male) and was constructed ln the 
.follov1ing fashion~ 
1. Those vowel samples on which judges had a.greed 
in their ratj_ngs within on~ scale value in LT-1 
were assigned s.ingle number ratings. For exam-
ple, j_f a pari~icular vowel had recei-ved ratings 
cf 4, 3 and 4 respectively, by the three judges, 
the assigned rating was 4~ If a vowel received 
respective ratings of 3, 4 and 3 the assigned 
rating v .. ras :5. 
2. Male and female vowel productions having the same 
assigned roughness rating, vrnre then arranged in 
·pairs to form 50 pairings each containing an (re] 
produced by a male speaker and an [re] produced by 
a female speaker. For examples a vowel assigned 
a roughness rating of 1 f .. rom a female spea..lcer 
was paired wi.th a vowel assigned a rating of 1 
from a male speaker. This procedure continued 
until ten vowel pa.iririgs for each of: the five 
roughness rating levels had been constructed. 
Male and female vowel srunples for each of the 
ten pai.rs at each of the five roughness rating 
levels were selected in a random fashion. When 
a vowel sample was drawn from the pool i·t was 
returned to the pool to insure that each sample 
had the opportunity of being selected an equal 
number of times. .At four of the roughness 
rci-ting levels ( 1evelB 1 a.n.d 5 for females a:nd 
18 
levels 2 and 5 for males) fewer vowel samples 
went into the pool~ The reason for this was 
that judges on the original rating task did not 
agree in their vocal roughness ratings (within 
one scale value) an equal number of times at all 
rating levels. 
3. The 50 -vowel pairings were made by dubbing the 
selected vowels from the original data tape onto 
LT-2. Precautions were taken to insure that 
male and female -vowel productions of a particular 
pair had an equal chance of being first or s<::cond 
in a pair. Each of the vowel pairings were separ-
ated by approximately a one second interval. The 
19 
order 0£ p.resentat.ion of the 50 pairings was 
determined randomly, without regard to vocal 
roughness rating levels (See Appendix-B)~ 
4. Ten of the 50 v·owel pairings were randomly 
selected and placed after -the 50 original 
pairs at the end of LT-2o These ten paj_rings 
were utilized to assess judges' reliability 
for the perceptual judging task described in 
the following section. 
5. Ten speech pathologists listened to the 50 
male-female vowel pairs of LT-2. Five speech 
pathologists heard LT-2 on one occasion with 
the five-aoditlonal-speec1 .. pathologists heari.:ng. 
LT-2 some two vreeks later. Both judging sessions 
took place iYl. the same room with the five listen-
ers seated in a semi-circular fashion in front 
of an Ampex loud speaker (Model AG-500) through 
which the vowel pairs were presented. The judg-
ing task for the ten speech pathologists involved 
making a forced-choice response in which they 
selected the vowel sample in each of the 50 
pairs, they perceived as being the more vocally 
rough of the two. Specific instructions given 
to the ten judges were as follows: 
Ycu will hear two speakers produce the 
same vowel~ Afte:r. the second speaker has 
finished, circle the nJL~ber 1 or 2 according 
to the speaker whose voice you perceive 
as being the most vocally rough. Do the 
same f o:r. ·the other pairs of vowel produc-
tions. Do not leave any space blank--
guess if you have to--bu-'c cii'"cle only 
one number for each space. 
The vowel productions may vary accord-
ing "'Go parameters other than roughness; 
however
1 
you are asked to ignore these 
variationso As you are asked to deter-
mine which production vou perceiYe to be 
-""-·~ _.. .... ~
the most vocally rough, there are no right 
or wrong decisions. Therefore, make your 
deci.sion independent: of the pe:rson sitting 
next to you. Do not discuss your decisions 
during the judging sess:Lon. You may hear 
each pair as many times as you wish$ Are 
there any questions? 
Prior to begj_nning the actual judging task the 
20 
ten judges were giYen practice in making forced-
choice jltdgem.en·~s. Ie:n pai:r:s of vowel samplcc 
not used in the actual judging task, were played 
for the judges. Judges made forced-choice res-
ponses to these vowel pair samples and then 
mutually discussed their rationale for selecting 
one vowel of a pair as being rougher than the 
·other. Daring the actual judging task; judges 
\'llere allowed to hear each vowel pair as often 
as they wished but were not permitted to discuss 
their choices for the 50 experimental or the 10 
.reliability vowel pairse The instruction and 
training period took 30 m..inuteso The judging 
task took !~5 minutes. 
CHA:PTER IV 
HEStr.LTS AND DISCUSSION 
I. RESULTS 
The purpose of this investigation was to de~te:i-;mine 
the effec·ts of Speaker-Sex-Difference ( SSD) on listeners t 
perception of vocal rougbness in normally produced vowelss 
On the basis of' previ_ous invest:Lgations by Wenda11l ( ·1963) 
and others (Sfu-visone and :E!manuel, 1970; Lively and .E!nm!i.rnl, 
1970; Whitehead, 1970) it has been suggested ·that when 
hearlrig-two productions of the s~.fme vowel, which had 
received approximately equal scale value ratings for 
roughness severity
1 
listeners would tend to perceive the 
lower pitched voice (ma.le) as being more vocally rou.gh 
·than the higher pitched voice (female). To test ti1is 
hypothesis an initial step in thj_s study, previously dis~ ... 
cussed in Chapter III, involved tJ'rn rating by three judges 
of 150 production[j of the vowel [re] ( 75 female and 75 male) 
on a 1·i ve point equal-appearing intr;rval scale. Table I 
gives the roughness ratings a.ss.igned 'by the three judges 
to each of the 150 vowel samples. 
Table II shows the degree of agreement reached by 
·the three judges :for s2 ... mples where they agreed 100 :percent 
I 
/ 
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TABLE II 
DEGREE OF AGRE1~riE.N~0 BY THREE JUDGES ON ROUGHNESS 
RATINGS 0]' SEYENTY-JtIVE M.ALE P..:rID SEV"ENTY-
J~'IVE 1'"'ENALE PRODUCTIONS 
OF THE VOV!Ji~IJ ( ~ J 
24 
~1=:--=-___________ ..,. 
Total Agreemant•
1
!Agreemcnt within scale values of 
·-• --W'T' ...:i. ==---2 -3 
hl ~ N 4 ~1· d N d 
I J.~ ,o ,,..._ ,o _f; ... u ..J.o ..l~,..,,...;a 
Males 11 14.80 
37 49.33 21 28000 
6 
s.oo 
Females 
10 13.33 
39 52.00 18 24.00 8 14.60 
·----........... ~t!JLGJ ~ ' 
Total 
21 14. 00 76 50.66 39 26.00 
14 9.30 
_J 
and foI· samples .where ·~J:J.eir .. I·8.ti1:i.gs -;v.,.aried within cn.e, t:·:o 
or three scale values. The judges agreed unanimously on 
14Ci80 percent of the male vowel samples, on 13.33 percent 
0£ the female vowel samples and there was 14.00 percent 
agreement on all vowel productions. Percentages of judges 
rating agreement for ·the ·150 productions, which varied 
within one, two and three scale values were 50.66, 26e00 
and 9$30 percent respectively. 
Those vowel samples upon which the three judges 
demonstrated 100 percent concurrence or agreement within 
one scale value were used to form 50 vowel pairs. Each 
pair contained one male and one female vowel production 
that had received the sai."De roughnes8 ratinge A group of 
ten speech pathologists (five males and five females) 
25 
listened to each of the 50 vowel pairs and made a :forced-
choice selection as to \·!hich vowel within each pair they· 
percelved to be the most vocally rough~ The ten judges• 
selections of the most vocally rough vowel (maie or female).. 
for the 50 vo·wel pairrJ are summarized in Table III. Out of 
the 500 forced choices made, the judges selected the male 
vowel ·samples ·as being more yo.cally rough a significantly 
greater proportion of the time (X
2
=33.84; df=i; p<.001). 
Judges 
#1 
Males 
40 
Females 
10 
T.ABLB III 
TEN JUDGES' SELECTION BY SEX OF THE 
MOST VOCAJ;LY ROUGH vovr~LS OF 
FIFTY VOWEL PAIRS 
-
' 
., 
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296/500=0.590 
~n23e84tdf=t ;:12<
2 
001 
...... ., .. ~-=~ 
Total 
§.i_ 
204 
-
500 
The ten judges selec~tio:ns of the most vocally rough 
production (male or female) at each of the five ~oughness 
rating levE~ls are itemized in Table IV. The male vowel 
samples were selected as being more vocally rough a sig-
nificantly greater proportion of ·the ·time at rating levels 
one {X
2
=46.08; df=1; p<.001), three (X
2
=8.00; df=1; p<.01) 
and fiYe (X
2
=6<>48; df;1; p(.02). At levels two and four 
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judges showed virtually no preference for selection o~ the 
male or female vowels as bt:~i.ng more vocally rough and. the 
Chi-Square values were not statistically significan·t. 
Separate analyses were also conducted of the vocal 
roughness selections :for ·che five male and five female 
judges in this study. Selections of the most vocally 
rough vowel (male or female) made by male judges and by 
female judges :for all 50 vowel pairs are summarized in 
Table Ve Out of the 250 forced-choice responses made, the 
TABI.iE V 
FIV'~ MALE .AND FIVE :F'EMALE JUDGES' SELECTIONS 
BY SEX O'~, THE NOST VOCALLY ROUGH 
VOWEL PRODUCTION 
' -
Judges t 
--.. 
Male 
Selections Female 
Judges• J 
Selections _ 
Judges Males Females 
Judges 
Males Female. 
#1 
40 
10 
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16 ~ 
-
-
.... 
:/12 
33 
17 
#7 
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32 
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31 
19 
#q 
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arm« ... ~ 
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28 
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-
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Totai 171 
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125 
----
~~~~·•lff• 
r: • "'; 
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x2=17.52;df=1;p<~oo1 
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n. s. 
.......... ~ .... ..-.: 
~ ... ..,.. ........ 
-.L:. ........ ~..,,,.,,.,, .... ~......-...: 
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f"ive male judges selected the vowels produced by males as 
being more vocally rough a substa.lltially greater proportion 
(68.50 percent) of the time (X
2
=17.52;df=1;p<.001). Of 
the 250 forced-choice responses made by the five female 
judges, male and female produced vowels were chosen .. f7i th 
equal frequency and the Chi-Square -value was not signif'i-
cant (125/250=50.00 percent). 
Male and female judges 
1 
selr:-~ctio:ns of the most vocally 
rough vowels at each roughness rating level are surrn.narized 
in Table VI. .At roughness rating 1eYel one, both male and 
female judges. selected male vowel productions as being more 
vocally rough a significantly greater proportion of the time 
(X2=20~00;df=1;p<.OO~ for male judges; x
2
~12.96;df=1;p<o001 
:for female judges). At roughness rating level two, male 
judges selected the male produced vowels as being more 
vocally rough a signif'icantly greater proportion of the 
time (X
2
=10.24;df=1;p<.01) while female judges illustrated 
a statlstically significant preference for selection of 
female produced vowels as being more vocally rough 
(X
2
=7.84;df=1;p<.01). A"t roughness rating levels three 
(X
2
=19.36;df=1;p<.001), four (X
2
=5.76;df=1;p<$02) and five 
(X
2
=5.76;df=1;p<.02) male judges selected male vowel samples 
as being more vocally rough a significantly greate2· proper-
tion of the time. At these same roughness rating leYels, 
however, female judges showed. no significant preference for 
selection of the male or female produced vowels as being 
¥' 
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more vocally rough and Chi-Square values were not signifi-
c:ant. 
Intra-~1~,s~e R.el}~iijli.tI• To assess judges' reliabil-
. i ty for the second listening task (LT-2)s ten vowel pairs 
were selected randomly from the fi:fty vowel :pairs of LT-2 
and placed at the end of LT-2. Intra-judge reliabillty was 
then computed by comparing each judges' selections of the 
most vocally rough vowel of the ten repeat pairs with his 
responses to those same pai.T.'s ln LT-2. Intra-judge reli-
abilit;y ranged from 40 percent to 90 percent for the ten 
judges with a mean agreement of 73.00 percent.. Intra-
judge reliability for male judges ranged from 70 percent 
to 90 percent with a. me&"'l agreement of so·. 06 pe1:.cent. Intra-
judge reliability for female judges ranged from 40 percent 
to 90 percent with a mean agreement of 66.00 percent. Table 
VII shows the percentages o:f intra-judge reliability. 
1 
2 
TABLE VII 
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Inter-;iuqge AgEeement. Inter--jv.dge agreement for 
the ten judges ranged from 32 pi:rrcent to 74 percent w.i th 
' 
a mean agreement o:f 56.33 percent. Table VIII shows the 
percentage of inte:>··judge agreement for the 50 pairs of 
vowel samplese 
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Inter-judge agreement percentages were also calculated 
at each of the five rouglmess levels. Tables IX, X, XI, XII 
and XIII show the percentages of inter-judge agreement at 
each of the five roughness rating levels. At rating level 
one (Table IX) judges' percentages of agreement ranged from 
40 percent to 90 percent, with a meau agreement of 62. 66 
percent" At rating level two (Table X) judges' percentages 
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TABiiE XI 
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o:f agreemen"'c ranged from 10 percent; ·co 90 percent, with a 
mean agreement of 54.88 percent. Ju.dges' agreement at 
rating level three (Ta.ble XI) ranged from 10 percent to 80 
percent with a mean agreement of: 54.88 percent. Agreement 
at rating level four (Table XII) ranged £rom 20 percent to 
90 percent with a mean agreement of 52. 44 percent. Agree ... 
ment at rating level 1ive (Table XIII) ranged from 10 per~ 
cent to 80 percent with a mean agreement of 55.76 percent. 
1: ,,_ 
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II. DISCUSSION 
It has been shown that judges, when listening to two 
synthesized vowels of approxima.tely equal aperiod.ici ty, 
tend to rate the lower pitched Yowel as being more vocally 
rough (Wendahl, 1963)~ If this is true for listeners' 
perception of· human vov1el productions as well, then it 
might be adv·antageou.s for ~voice clinicians, when making 
vocal roughness assessments, to regard male and female 
speakers as two separate populations in view of the inher-
ent pitch differences between the sexes. The findings of 
th.ts investigation indicate that when judges select the 
most ".~0ea.lJ.y _rough y0v
1
el from :pa.irs of male and female 
normal vowel produc-tions (assigned the same roughness 
rai;ing) they chose the male produced vowels a significantly 
greater proportion oi' the time. ~ihi.s result tends to sup-
port the findings of Wendahl's study of listeners' percep-
tion of -vocal roughness in synthesized vowels and the con-
. tention. that SSD does affect lis·~eners' perception of' vocal 
roughness~ This finding strongly suggests the >t;alue of 
regarding male and female speakers as -~wo separate popula-
tions when making vocal :coughness assessmentsa 
The phenomenon of Yocal rouglmess may be viewed along 
a continuum. Normally produced vov;els can be expec-l.;ed to 
be perceived as less rough than simulated rough vowels. 
Simulated rough vowels will be perceived as being less 
rough than pathologically rough vowels. The assigr...rn.en·(; 
of vocal roughness ratings to normal speakerst vowel 
productions, however
1 
is a difficult pe~ceptual task. 
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The range of Yocal rouglli."1.ess ratings for normal vowel 
productions of male and female speakers is somewhat more 
constricted -than for simula~l;ed rough vowels (Sansone and 
Emanuel, 1970; Lively and Emanuel, 1970; 1i-n1itehead, 1970) 
and :for pa·chologically rough vowels (Hanson, 1970). Judges 
in the present study made forced-choice selections of the 
most vocally rough vowel (male or female) of 50 vowel pairs. 
Vowels within each pair had been assigned identical rough--
ness ratings (based on a five point scale) by three judges 
in a prior judging sessione There weJ::e ten such vowel 
pai.rs at each of "the five roughness rating levels. The 
judges' selections at each of the five roughness levels 
reYealed tha·I; the male produced vowels were selected as 
being more v-ocally rough. a significantly greater propor·, 
tion of the time at rougl'mess rating levels one, three and 
five. The judges illustrated v.irtually no preference,. 
however, for selections of male or female vowel samples 
at roughr1ess levels two and foure Thus, when judges made 
:forced-choice selections between male and female vowel 
productions they chose the male produced vowels a sig-
nificantly greater proportion of ~Ghe time at low (rating 
level one), mode::-ate (rating lev-el·three) and high (rating 
leYel flve) points on the five point equal-appearing rough-
37 
ness scale.. They diffplayed no .selec·tion p:ce:ference ~ how-
ever, :for intermediate levels (rating levels two and 1·our). 
This tends to suggest that i-t mi.ght be more advantageous 
to rate no~cmal vowel productions on a three point scale 
rather than a five, si.xj seven or e;ight point interval 
scale. 
One of the more interes-ting and some-what surprising 
findings was that n.ot only did the sex of the speaker 
affect judges' perception of vocal roughriess but that the 
sex of the ju.dges also appeared to influence the percept;ion 
of vocal rouglJness., The five male jud.ges in this study 
seler~ted male produced vowels as being more vocally rough 
a. sigrd.fj.ca.JJ.tly g~eater pro:pn:rtion or the time for ~11 50 
vov;el pairs and at each of the five roughness rating levels. 
The five female judges, on the other hand, illustrated no 
sex bias with respect to vocal roughness selections for 
the total sample.. 
1
.rhey did show a significant preference 
for males at roughness level one, a significant preference 
for females at rougln1ess level two, but'no preference at 
roughness levels three, four and five. Moreover, male 
judges illus-Crated substantially greater inter-judge 
agreement (X=65.80 percent) than did the female judges 
(X=55.00 percent). This fact coupled with the fact that 
the mean intra-judge reliability for male judges (80.00 
percent) was substantially higher than that for female 
judges (66.00 percent) may indicate that the male evaluators 
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o.f vocal roughness may be more consistent;, and perhaps more 
sex biased, in makl:n.g assessments of vocal roughness ~i:;han 
f'emale evaluators o One might also speculate tha·c male 
listeners tend to equate low-pitched male voices with the 
quality roughness on a :psychological basj.s. These inter-
pretations :must be Yi.En~rt~f. cautiously,, however. 
Intra-judge reliabili·I;y and inter-judge agreement 
was substantially lower for ·the present study 'than in 
previous similar investigationso For example, i:n the 
... 
studies of Smrno11e and Emarmel ( 1970), IJi vely and Emanuel 
(1970) and Whitehead (i970) reported intra-jud.ge rel1ability 
ra..~ges were from 92 percent to 100 percent. Inter-judge 
agr~emont ranges were f:. .. ~m. 80 percent to 100 p~J:'ce:nt ·Ei These 
studies differed methodologically ~rom the present investi-
gation, however. The judges in ·the cited studies were asked 
to rate vocal roughness on a five :poi.nt scale, rather than 
·ho select by means of a forced~·-ohoice response, the rougher 
of two vowels. In addition reliability measures, in the 
aforementi.oned studies, were based on percentages of judges 
agreement within one scale value which affords some margin 
of disagreement~ The forced-choice task imposed upon the 
ten judges in the present study enhanced the possibility 
for disagreement. 
It is possible that selection of the rougher o.f two 
vowels on a forced-choice basis is· a more difficult per-
ceptual task anrl therefore necessitates more judge training 
than when making a vocal roughl1eBs sea.le rating. Judge 
training in this investigation was much less intense tllan 
that employed in preYious studios (Sansone and Emanuel, 
1970; Lively an:i Emanuel, 1970; Whitehead, 1970; Hanson, 
1970). It was felt, however, that by providing limited 
judge training ~1 the forced-choice response task, condi-
tions mlght more closeJ.y parallel what transpires in the 
clinical situation. 
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The possi.bility that the sex of the listener might 
influence -vocal roughness perception has yet to be explored. 
Only one investigator (Coleman, 1971) has repo~ted the sex 
of judges used in perceptual studi.es of vocal roughness. 
The fact tho.t. the L'l2..l '3 j"!)_~1ge s i:c the rn:_e sent. stu.d.y shmA.Ted 
s11bsta..11tially higher intra-judge reliability and inter-
judge agreement :points out the importance in considering 
and possibly controlling for listene::c sex in future ln-
vestigations of this nature. Furthermore, it ma;r be that 
males and females, when making roughness ratings, raact 
differen-tly to particular components of -~he human voice. 
Further research would seem in oraer to a.~svter this ques-
tion. 
CHA2~~ER V 
Sill~}h\RY AND CONCI1USIONS 
I. SUMJViARY 
The purpose of this stud.y was to investigate the 
effects of speaker-sex-.-difference on listeners' perception 
o:f vocal roughness in the vowel (reJ produced by normal male 
and female speakers. I:a a previous investigation by Wendal1.l 
( 1963) it was fom1d that when listening to two Sj
1
.uthesized 
Yowels, of equal aperi.od.icity, judges tended to rate the 
lower pitched vowel as being more vocc..lly rough~ I:t this 
is true for listeners' pereeption of human vowel produc-
tions as well then it might be advantageous for voice 
clinici.ans, when making vocal rough..11ess assessments, to 
regard male and female speakers as two sepa.rate popula.~· 
tions in view of the inherent pitch differences between 
the sexes. 
In ·this curren-t investigation, pairs of vowels pro-
duced by normal adult male and female speakers were presented 
to 10 speech patholcgis·ts ( 5 males and 5 females). Each 
vowel pair contained. one mc:,le and one female production of 
the vowel Cce] which had been assigr.i.eli. equal ronghness ratings 
in a previous judging ta3k. The 50 vowel pairs. contained 
10 pa1rs of vowels at each of fiv0 r.ouglrrrnss rating levels. 
~ehe 10 judges were required to listen to each of the 50 
pairs and to make a forced.-choi.ce selection of the most 
vocally rough producticn withi:n. each pair. 
The findings in 'this study revealed that for the 50 
vowel pairs the judges selected the.vowels produced by 
ma.les as being more vocally rough a signif'ica.11-tly greater 
proporJcion of the ti.me.. With respect ·to the .five rough-
ness rating levels, judges chose the male produced vowels 
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as being rougher a significantly greater.proportion of the 
time at rating levels oner three and. flve, but, illustrated 
no significan.t preference between the sexes at rating levels 
two and four. Furth.er analysis revealed that the five male 
judges s.eleci~~d the -vot-,rels prod.ucP.d by males as being the 
rougher a signifi.cantly greater proportion of the time for 
all 50 pairs at each of the five roughness rating levels. 
The five female judges, on the other hand, illus·tr-ated no 
significant preferences between the sexes for the 50 v-owel 
:pairso They did show a significant preference for the 
males at rating le·vel one, a significant preference for 
the females at rating level two but no significant prefer-
ences at rating levels ·chree, four and five. In addition, 
male judges illustrated substan-'liially greater inter-judge 
agreement and intra-judge reliability for this judgi.ng 
task than did the feoale judges. 
The principle findings of 'this investigation. tend to 
support the findings o:f Wt:ndahl's (1963) study of listeners' 
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perception of' vocal roughness in syn"thesir;,ed. vowels and the 
contention that speake2·-sex-dj~ffer~nce does affect lis·ten.-
ers• perception of vocal roughness. These findings also 
s-crongly suggest the value of regarding ma.le and female 
spea.kers as two separate popu.l.ations when making vocal 
roug.hness ass.essments. Further implications indicate that 
it might be more advantageou.s to employ a three point scale 
rathe:r.· than a five point scale, when judging normal male 
and female vowel productions<i There -was also a signifi.cant 
male bias displayed 1Jy male judges in this study which was 
not observed in the female judges. What influence the sex 
of the judge has on the perceptj_on of vocal roughness has 
yet to be .explo:rea.·t Male judg1?:s i.n i;he :present study 
showed substantially higher intra-judge reliability and 
inter-judge agreement. This points out the impor·tance in 
considering and possibly controlling lis-',;ener sex in future 
j~nvestigations of ·th.i.s na,ture. It may be that males and 
females, when making :roughness ratings, react differen·l;ly 
to particular components of the ln.unan voice~ Further 
research would seem in order to answer these questions. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
Future investlgations of -the effects of speaker-sex-
difference, on listeners 
1 
percept.ion of vocal rougl1ness in 
vowels produced by noi•ma.1 male W."1d .female speakers, might 
pro:fi t from the follov.ring al teratl.ons and addi ti.o:n.s to the 
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desigT1 o:f the present study: 
1e Since the judges in this investigation displayed 
significant ~preferences :for selecting the male at rough-
ness rating levels ones three and five,, future studies 
might employ a. three point scale rather than a five point 
Beale when assessing vocal rouglmess in normal vowel produc-
tions. 
2 o :Phe fundamer~.tal freq_uencies o.f the subjects 
employed in this investigation were not assessed. Future 
research might proflt f'rom 1) a..rialysis of subjects' funda-
mental f:ceq.uency differences, on a pa.ired compar·ison basis, 
to dete:cmine the effects of ~hese dif'f'erences on listeners' 
percer:d.::~lon_ 0f vocal roughness:. 8J'.1_d 2) employ subject who's 
:funda,mental frequencies encompass the traditional male and 
female pi t;ch ra.nges, including the overlapping frequencies 
of' the sexes. 
3e Provide more extensive training for the judging 
task than was employed in this study. 
4. The age range for subjects in this study was from 
18 to 45 years of age. A more restr~Lcted age range of 18 
to 30 years of age might help to control for the variable 
of the aging process. 
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